
RV Park Security Risk Analysis

Problem:
                   Does the RV Park pose a risk to the Farm?

Facts Assumptions:

1.  Population:  The park has about 45 slots.
                           There are very few kids there.
                           It appears the residents are mostly older empty nesterse.

                           If we assume each slot houses 1.5 persons, the total population is 60.

2.   Prepper Park Perks:

   No one there is discussing collapse.
   They have a hand pump on their well. 

3.  Prepper Park Weaknesses:

Residents live in small campers.  They have no room for Prepper food or supplies.
Their campers offer no protection from gunshots nor can they shoot from inside. 
Many my live off pensions.
Some campers are empty.

4.  Hungry kids may cause parents to begin raiding prior to empty nesters.

5.  Our farm cannot be seen from the RV park area.

6.  Hopefully we will have a Redoubt there and we already have a lookout tower
      on the West side of our Farm.

7. We have 40 adults as defenders and are prepared to defend ourselves.  
     25 of those defenders are runners. 
     We have an excellent defensive positions.

Mind Experiments:

A.  Draw a circle around any defensive position so that it encompasses 60 residents.
      What are the odds after activation that that neighborhood suddenly comes together, 
      organizes itself and begins raiding outside locations in force?
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      Will they raid homes near them that can follow them home for revenge?
      Will they roam off to raid using roads, either walking or driving a get-away truck,
      or march through woods and swamps instead?
      
     If it is a small raiding party will they attack the Farm?

B.  When, Who and How will the park begin to be organized?  
In the novels it is usually organized by either the sheriff or retired Army colonel.  
But who will take on the role of being responsible for feeding 60 persons?
What are the odds of having a resident with the right stuff to organize.

Will the organization begin immediately or later as people begin the dying process, 
cannot think and plan reasonably, are depressed, lethargic and in despair?   

Will it be more probable that some of the residents break off on their own thus posing a 
much smaller danger to the neighborhood?  This might be the younger ones with the 
most food stocks.  They would probably move out so they can eat in peace.

Can a group even be organized with little supplies after chaos and despair sets in? 

Conclusion:

The majority of the park residents will be going through the dying process within 30 days.

Because of our secrecy, early warning by Trent’s Redoubt and our West guard tower 
and the probability of a very small raiding party, the RV Park poses no real danger to the Farm.

Recommendation:

Security just needs to be aware of them.
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